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I Wan-na

Go Places And Do Things

Words by
LEO ROBIN

Music by
RICHARD A. WHITING

Assai moderato (not fast)

I got a buddy he's a
He's not a piker but he
real home bod-y and it's my home where he spends
sure does like a little room where lights are low
week-days or week-ends, But that's all he spends,
and a radio, Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh.
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* Open strings
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He sits and gazes while he sings my praises and his eyes are oh, so sad.
He's sentimental and his voice is gentle, but if he don't change his tune

Sometimes I'll get mad and tell this love-lorn lad. I wanna
Some night very soon that boy will hear me croon.

Refrain, slowly with expression

Go places and do things, See new faces and new things

Go places and do things with you.

* Open strings

513-4 I Wanna Go Places etc.
I want to be step-pin' in fast time

That's my favorite pastime, I'm aching to

start shakin' a shoe I know that pettin' is gettin' to

be a popular indoor sport, But listen,

* Open strings

518-4 I Wanna Go Places etc.
dearie, I'm weary of decorating a Davenport,

I got to go places and do things,

See new faces and new things—Go places and do things with you.

I want to you.

* Open strings

513-4 I Wanna Go Places etc.
ANOTHER KISS
(UN AUTRE Baiser)

Words and music by
VICTOR L. SCHERTZINGER

REFRAIN.

Just another kiss, you say;
Well, after all,
(A broken heart)
Is often in the way.
Oh, I'm not
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